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Abstract Lonestone abundances in CRP- 1 were investigatei.l iising thrcc methods: core
examination at Cape Roberts Camp, analysis ol'digital core images and follow-up core
examination. For all images of split-core, we detcrminecl size and depth of every detectable
lonestone larger than 3 mm. Lonestone abundance decreases cxponcntially with clast size.
Although no significant depth-dependent variations in lonestonc size distribution were
dclected. a strong 0.5-0.7 in abundance periodicity. of unknown origin, is evident within
ciiamicts. Lonestone volume percentage was estimated from size distribution: most size
cl.I S.S.L- >S contribute approximately the same volume to the total. Sizes > l 6 mm have rare
enough lonestones that their counts are nonrepresentative when based o n short intervals of
split core. This problem does not affect total counts significantly. but the volume analysis needs to be confined to
516 mm lonestones to avoid instability induced by rare and nonrepresentative larger lonestones.
If lonestone abundance can be used as an indicator of glacial proximity, then our CRP-1 lonestone abundance logs
confirm the overall character of previously inferred variations in relative distance to the ice margin. Large-scale
changes in lonestone abundance also reflect the CRP-1 sequence stratigraphy. with individual sequences generally
characterised by basal lonestone-rich diamict overlain by lonestone-poor sands and muds. The relationship between
glacitil proximity and lonestone abundance within diamicts and within sand-mud intervals is. however. less certain.
For example. two or three gradual lonestone increases may indicate regressions during glacial advances. in contrast
to the more common CRP-l pattern of dominantly transgressive sequences.

INTRODUCTION
Lonestones are rock clasts of gravel or larger size.
commonly derived from glacial processes, within a finergrained sediment. Lonestone abundance may be an indicator
of proximity of a site to its glacial source. Lonestone
sphericity and roundness are often related to glacial
sedimentary processes (Boulton, 1978; Domack et al.,
1980; Sharp, 1982; Bennett et al., 1997), although a variety
of other variables can obscure this relationship (Kirkbride,
1995). Lonestone fabric is more strongly developed in
s~ibglaciallydeposited sediments than in proglacial
sediments (e.g. Hambrey, 1989).
Lonestones are nearly ubiquitous in cores from the first
drillhole of the Cape Roberts Pro.ject, CRP- 1. In the initial
analysis ofthe CRP- 1cores, lonestone abundancevariations
were interpreted to be the primary indicator of glacial
proximity (Cape Roberts Science Team, 1998). This paper
determines lonestone abundance and size variations within
CRP- 1,in order to provide afoundation dataset for analyses
of fluctuations in both glacial input and glacial proximity
to CRP- 1.
L

METHODS
W e undertook three complementary analyses of
lonestone abundances within CRP-1: core examination at

Cape Roberts Camp (Lcnc), core image examinations at
University of Utah (L,,,,) and core examination at Florida
State University (Leer). Multiple methods of lonestone
analysis were necessary in order to evaluate the accuracy
of lonestone abundance and size. Initial lonestone counts
at Cape Roberts Camp did not include detailed records of
clast size determinations. While lonestone analysis of core
images did include number and size. certain ambiguities in
the digital images had to be resolved with a second
examination of the CRP- 1 core at Florida State University.
As part of the initial core descriptions undertaken at
Cape Roberts Camp, the number of lonestones (NCRc)for
each 10 c111 interval throughout the CRP-1 cores was
estimated by eye. Lonestones were distinguished from
similar sized, non-lonestone clasts. The latter are mainly
intraformational breccias and, more rarely, soft-sediment
clasts. Other distinctive lonestone features, including size
and lithology, were sometimes included in the core
descriptions. The threshold size for counting was nominally
2 mm, the boundary between sand and gravel: however, the
actual threshold size for Ncnc fluctuated downcore. Not
every lonestone was counted when Ncnc>20 per 10-cm
interval, so values >20 are subjective. These initial
observations werepresentedgraphically in theInitial Reports
(Cape Roberts ScienceTeam, 1998);with one modification:
NCRcvalues were clipped at a maximum of Ncoc2S.
Prior to core description at Cape Roberts Camp, split
cores were digitally photographed at the Cape Roberts

Drillsite. The methods are described, and reduced blacktind-white images shown. in theCRPInitial Reports (Ciipc
Roberts Science Team. 1998). The University ol' Diali
lonestone identifications are based on computer analysis
of the digital images. For all split-core images. we
determined size, depth, and roundness ofevery dctcctiible
lonestone larger than 3 mm. Size was classified by
overlaying the clast image with a template consisting o f
circles with the following sizes: 3 , 4 , 6, 8, 12, 16. 20, 24.
32.40.48,56, and 64 mm (phi values of- 1.6. -2. -2.6. -3.
-3.6, -4, -4.3, -4.6, -5, -5.3, -5.6, -5.8, and-6. respectively).
Ro~~ndness
was subjectively estimatedfortheentire length
of the split core according to the roundness scale of
Pctti.john et al. (1 987). On average the clasts were subrounded. However, there was no correlation of clast
roundness with clast size or facies associations.
This lonestone image analysis initially included
identification of 2-mm lonestones. in addition to the sizes
above. However, these identifications were deemed to be
iighly subjective: 2-mm lonestones are represented by too
few pixelsforconsistently accurate identification from the
digital images, particularly when thecolor contrast between
lonestone and matrix is subtle. Consequently, the counting
threshold was increased to 3 mm, and no image-based
2-mm counts are included in this analysis.
Lonestone identifications from the split-core images
(L,,,,?) provide the primary dataset of this study. but
whole-core images (obtained by rotating the whole core
while scanning its outer surface) were similarly analysed
(L,,,,,,). The advantage of the whole-core images is that the
increment of available area per unit depth is increased by
a factor of K over that from split cores. Accordingly. splitcore lonestone abundance (N,-,;J, the sun1 of lonestone
identifications for all sizes (L,,,^), is tripled. The main
disadvantage is that whole-core images were obtained for
only about 18% of the cored interval, because only the
most litliified whole cores could be iinaged without risk of
core damage. The outer core surface is comnionly rougher
than the corresponding portion of split-core surface,
hampering identification of the smaller lonestones.
Editing of the UU lonestone counts included merging
and reconciliation of image overlaps, identification of
core gaps, and reconciliation of any depth differences
between images and core descriptions. Only lonestones
were tabulated; other gravel-sized clasts were excluded:
intraformational clasts, soft sediment clasts. and fossils.
Drilling-washed gravels, though consisting mainly of
lonestones, were excluded because of both depth
uncertainty and the sorting imposed by mud circulation.
Reliable lonestone identification on the split-core
images was not always possible. The surface of some split
cores was smeared, and a few images were slightly out of
focus. Discrimination of lonestones from intraforn~ational
clasts and in situ brecciation was locally ambiguous based
on core images alone. To resolve these ambiguities, cores
were re-examined at Florida State University. In addition,
lonestone counts were undertaken on selected 10-cm
intervals, using a 10-cm template and a clast size template.
For most intervals, the numbers of 3 mm and >3 inn1
lonestones were counted. For 39 intervals. the number of
2 mm lonestones was also counted, both for determination

of the percenttiges ol' 2-nim lonestoiies relative to l;ii'!?rr
ones. and for detection OS ;iny ~;iriiitionsi n !In- si/e
threshold employed in the N(.l,(.counts.
Based o n the FSU core exiinii~ialio~is,
some t-diiinp of
the NcnC loncstone tabulations was undertaken. N,.,;,-,
intervals that were dominated by 2-111111lonestoncs wrre
deleted, thereby calibrating tlie N(.,,(. data t o ;I more
uniform threshold of about 3 m m . This revised tliri-sliold
is comparable to that used in the
analyses. bin ilu- niiiin
reason for this editing was to reduce apparent downliole
variations in lonestoneabundanceassociated with threshold
variations. Because thcCRC counts wereof total lonesiours
rather than of lonestone size distribution. it was ncccssiiry
to delete intervals with 2-in111dominance rather f l i i i n 10
edit their values. Zones dominated by htraforin;itioii;il
clasts, flagged in the Initial Reports (Cape Roberts Science
Team. 1998) or in FSU core examinations, were excluded
from NcRc data. Minor Ncly deletions were ~irrdcrt;ikenin
rare intervals for which lonestone identification \\vs
ainbiguoi~sbecause of broken core or niudstone chists.

ANALYSIS
LONESTONE SIZE DISTRIBUTION

Lonestone size distribution was investigated prinitirily
using the dataset based on the University of Utah splitcore image analysis (L,;,,,). Supporting data were provided
by the whole-core images (L,,,,), but the confinement of
whole-core images to mostly the lower part of CRP-I
restricts generalisations based on these data. Lonestone
tabulations at Cape Roberts Camp (Nmj did not consider
sizes. Most interval counts at Florida State University
distinguished only 3-mm and >3-mm lonestoncs.
but for some intervals 2-mni lonestones were also counted.
These 2-mm counts permit extrapolation of patterns to
smaller sizes than those encompassed by the L,.,^ results.
Based on the L,;,; dataset of 2 793 points, and the L,,,!,,
dataset of 3 356 points, overall lonestone abundance
decreases approximately exponentially with increasing
clast size (Fig. 1). Each size class has about twice as many
lonestones as the next larger size class, and about the
same number as all larger sizes combined. For example.
half of all identified lonestones are within the smallest
size classification, 3 mm. A perfect exponential
relationship (corresponding to a linear relationship for
ln(Nj in Fig. 1) is not expected, because selection of the
size classes is arbitrary. Nevertheless, the observed
distribution is remarkably close to an exponential
relationship. The pattern breaks down only in the largest
bins (264 mm). each with only a dozen or fewer clasts in
the entire CRP- 1 core.
A variety of glacial transport processes affects the size
distribution of lonestones (e.g., Kirkbride, 1995j. For
example. high-level portions of glaciers can have
substantially higher lonestone volumes, relative to finer
debris, than does the zone of basal traction, due to crushing
in tlie basal zone (Boulton, 1978). Consequently, the
shape of the exponential sizelfrequency trend, or the slope
of a linear fit of ln(N) versus size class, may contain
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at sizes as small as 20 mm. where sample size within a bin
can be < 10. Higher resolution. 1 in interval analyses of
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Fig.2 - Size distribution of CRP-1
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lonestones for individual lonestonerich intervals. Note the similarity of
split-core and whole-core results.
and the similarity among intervals.
for 3- 16 m m particles.
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variatio~~s
in size distribtition had too few san~plesto
detect any real changes that Inay be present.
Sizes > l 6 mm have rare enough lonestones that their
counts are nonrepresentative when based 011short intesxwls
of split core. For example, 20-56 nun lonestones fit an
exponential trend for the entire CR.P-l core (Fig. l ) >b t ~ t
not for shorter intervals (Fig. 2). This problen~does not
affect total counts significantly~but it does affect local
estiniates of size distribution. For size classes of 16 mill oiless: percentage fluctuations appear to be similar from
interval to interval. This pattern is most seadily tested for
the snlallest size class>3 mm, which (as discussed above)
exhibits no apparent systematic variations in percentage
as a functio~lof depth. This si~nilarityin percentage
fl~~ctuations
has an ilnportailt corollasy fox- lonestone
ab~lndanceinterpretations: the accurac)I of the total
lonestone count for any zone is dominated by flt~ctuations
in the smallest class: in this case 3 nlln, tlleclass containing
about half of all lonestones.
The analysis of lonestone size distribtltion can be
extended to sn~allersizes than the 3-1nn1mini~nunl~ i s e din
Lbusanalyses, based on the LFsLcounts of 2 nun, 3 imn,
and >3 nlm lonestones for selected 10-cm intervals. In
figure 3a 2-1n1n lonestones are plotted I W S L [ S 3-nim Nfzsu
for the 39 analysed l 0-cm intervals. and figuse 3b does the
same for 2 mnl versus 2 3 inin. Dispersion is high, in part
because ofthe difficulty of acc~lratelycounting >20 tiny 2mm particles within a very short interval. Nevertheless, a

general pattern is e v i d e ~ ~ nt :~ o s t intervals Ii;~vc
appl-oximately twice as 111any 2 nlm lonestones as 3 111111
ones, and appsoxin~ately 1-1.5 times as nlany 2 1ii111
lonestones as all larger sizes con~bined.This pz~tter~i
is
compatible with that for the detailed size distrib~~tio~i
a~ialysesof figure l , sl~owingapproxinlately a d o ~ ~ b l i (I[
ng
lonestone cot~iltfor each step downward in size class.
These observatio~~s
lead to an inlportailt generalisatiot~
concerning lonestone a b ~ l ~ ~ d a ~ i c e - c o u l l tone
i n g : c;in
arbitrarily select any n~iiiiin~ln-size
cutoff: as Iona 7s one
avoids dispersion associated with insufficient samples.
However, care is needed to avoid an>/drift in this c~1tof.f'
point, because about half of points are within the s~nallest
size category selected. A lonestone-size overlay tenlplate
~
is extre~nelyuseful in avoiding S L I C dsift.
LONESTONE VOLUME

Loi~estonev o l ~ ~ npercentage
ie
(Vccs or VrE,,) for each
10-cm interval can be estinlated from its LuLT5
or LL,.,,
lonestone-size-distlibution cotlnts: V(%) = l CO*X(N,K~,')/A,
wl~ereN, is the n ~ ~ n l bof
e rlonestones of l-adius rl, and A is
the area of split-core or whole-core surface. Volun~e
percentage (VcRc)was also visually estimated along with
the NcRc determinations during initial core descriptions,
and plotted in the CRP Initial Reports (Cape Roberts
Science Team, 1998).
The contrib~itionmade by different size fractio~isto
overall loi~estonev o l t ~ ~ nise sl~owilin figure 4. Within a
factor of approximately two, most size classes contribute
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the sanle volume to the total. Bo~ilton(1978) l-eached a
si~nilarco~~clusion
for 2- 16 mm lonestones within the
zone of basal traction of three active glaciers. In the largest
classes (248 mm), lonestone counts per class are too low
for 1-epresentative sa~npling>
leading to large fluctuations.
Lbusand LLb,,did not i n c l ~ ~ d2-1nn1
e
lonestones. The LFsc
data show difference by a factor of two between 2- and
3 - ~ n i nlonestone ab~mdances(Fig. 3a)>indicating sinlilar
total volumes for 2 - n m and 3 - n l n ~lonestones.
The exponential decsease in lonestone n ~ m b e ris
colnpensated by an increase in v o l ~ ~ mpeie clast. The
impact of random fl~ictuationsand sa~nplingerror on the
two distrib~itionsis quite different>l~owever.Fl~ictuations
in number of the largest lonestones have negligible
itlflue~~ce
on total lonestone ab~indancebut? because of
their large volumes, they cause major fluctuations in total
lonestone volume (Fig. 4). This effect can be seen more
clearly by exanlining voSutne distrib~~tions
for shorter
ii~tervals.As shown by figuse 5 , the contributions to total
volume for sizes of 516 m m are relatively stable from
i~ltesvalto ii~terval.In contrast>the contributions for larger
sizes are extremely variable, because too few lonestones
are observed for a representative sample.
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Despite the small 11~11nbe~
of lonestones > l 6 nlm in
size - seldom more than 1-3 pei-metre - the volume of s ~ i c h
lonestones can dominate the entire pattern of lonestonevolutne changes as a functiot~of depth. Figure 6 plots
depth, both for all lonestones and
lonestone voS~1mei ~ e r s m
for lonestones 516 mm in size. Also sl~ownis the number
of these largest lonestones per l-m interval. Clearly,
incl~lsionof these largest lonestones causes a~najorincrease
in fluctuations in lonestone volume. Very high variability
is sinlilarly shown by the semiquantitative CRC estimates
of lonestone volutne (Fig. 6). Total lonestone v o l u ~ n e ~
whether measured by image analysis or visually estimated,
is dominated by these rare lonestones.
Total lonestone v o l ~ ~ m ecalculated
,
from the size
distribution of all lonestones (dotted line in Fig. 6a),
accurately describes lonestone vasiations within the CRP-l
cores. However, it is not the best esti~nateof volume
variations i17 .~itu.The volutne of sediment contained in
the CRP-l core is too snlall to provide an accurate
indication of either the number or volume of in situ
Sonestones > l 6 Inln within short intervals. This possible
bias can be nlini~nizedby confining the analysis to
l o ~ ~ e s t o n5e1s 6 nlm in dialneter. The S16 mm lonestones
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Fig. 6 - Variations in lo~iestonevolunle \,S depth. based 011qua~ititative
iniage analysis (cl) and vis~lalestiii~ation(h).Spikiness of the two total
lonestone plots is attributable to the very rare occunence of large
(> 16 111111) lonestones (c). In contrast. variations in volume of the s~iialler
lo~iestones(top plot. solid line) are more regular. Heavy solid line
segments at the base of each plot indicate data gaps.

are present in sufficient quantity for the CRP-S core to
obtain arepresentative sample of their variations. The S16
mm lonestones represent only about half of total lonestone
volume (Figs. 4 & S), but they provide a more robust
measure of true variations in lonestone volume v e r s ~ ~ s
depth or age than can be obtained by including all sizes in
the calculation.
Figure 7 tests and confirms this conclusion that
excluding > l 6 mm lonestones provides a more
representative sample of lonestone volumes. This figure
compares results from the core outer surface to those from
split core, thereby sampling lonestone populations that are
independent (except for the largest lonestones). The
comparison is confined to the interval 121-135 mbsf, the
most continuous interval of available whole-core images.
The number of lonestones >S 6 mm per l 0-cm interval (or,
for whole-core data, NIX because the sampled area is X
times larger than for split core) shows very little correlation
for these two independent samples of identical stratigraphic
section. Because of its sensitivity to these rare lonestones,
total lonestone volume fol- the two datasets is sometimes
poorly correlated. In contrast, lonestone volume for sizes
<l6 mm exhibits a much better c o ~ ~ e l a t i obetween
n
the
two datasets. Even for these smaller sizes, discrepancies
are evident (e.g., 124 mbsf), indicating that the available
core area is sufficient to give reasonably, but not perfectly,
representative samples.
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Fig. 7 - Comparison of split-core and tvhole-core res~~lcs
ot' i111:ige
ana1ysisforthesamedepthinte1-val.Numberof large(>l61ii1ii)I o n c s l o ~ ~ ~ s
per I0 cm interval is so low that split and whole cores cannot give
consistent. representativecounts (c).Theserare, la~-gclo~iesto~~cs~lo~~~i~~~i~
portions ofthe log of total lo~~estone
volume (12). leading t o occasio~~al
large inconsistencies between split-core and whole-core cs~i~natcs.
Confining the lonestone vol~lmecalculation to sizes 216 1i11nr c n ~ o w s
this instability and gives generally consistent results ror tlic ltvo
oCcx11
independent samples (a). Heavy solid line segments at the 1x1s~
plot indicate data gaps.

LONESTONE ABUNDANCE

Figure 8 summarises CRP-l lonestone a b ~ ~ ~ ~ d a n c e
variations as a function of depth, based on both visi~al
counts at Cape Roberts Camp (NcRc) and image analysis
of split-core images at University of Utah (Nuu5).Also
shown, as a heavy bar along the base of each plot, are
intervals for which no core was obtained or accurate picks
could not be determined. For the interval between the
43.15 mbsf (the top of the Miocene section) and about
93 mbsf, lonestone abundance was generally low b ~ l t
often could not be quantified because of brecciation or
other factors described earlier.
The broad patterns of lonestone abundance variations
estimated by the two methods are quite consistent, as are
most of the smaller-scale fluctuations as well. This
agreement is not surprising, as both counts considered tlie
same split-core face. In view of the different limitations of
the two counting methods, the agreement is encouragi~~g.

INTERPRETATION
Our two best estimates of CRP-1 lonestone abundance
are lonestone volume for SS6-mm clasts (Vsl6) and total

Fig. 8 - Val-iations in lonestone ab~indance11sdepth. based on visual estimation and image analysis. Agreement is generally good. Heavy solid line
segments along the margin of each plot indicate data gaps, Vasiations in visual lonestone ab~~ndance
are based on Cape Robests Camp analysis.
Variations in lonestone abundance and volume from the University of Utah study are based on split-core image analysis, h4ajos val-iations are \veil
cosselatcd with initial estimates of proximity of the ice margin to the site: marine (m). distal g1acioma1-ine(d): proximal glacioniarine (p). ice contact1
\vaterlain till (ilw). and basal till (b) [Cape Roberts Science Teain. 1998). Lonestone val-iations also generally correspond wit11 core 1ithostratig1-aphy
(Cape Robests Science Team, 1998).

n~lmberof lonestones (Nuus),both determined by image
analysis of split-core images. Although the two measures
are obtained from the same core face. they emphasize
different features. Lonestone volume weights the different
size fractio~~s
relatively equally, whereas total lonestone
nun~berweights the smallest lonestones most heavily.
Both VSl6and Nuu5 are robustly determined. based on
sufficient data to be applicable for high-resolution (e.g.,
10-cin) studies. Features that are evident with both measures
are likely to be more reliably determined than those based
on only one.

CRP-l lonestone abundance has been used as an
indicator of proximity of the ice margin to the drill site
(Cape Roberts Science T e a ~ n 1998).
,
This initial analysis
was based mainly on the NcRc counts, because clast
percentage (VcRc) was recognised as being locally
dominated by rare, large clasts. Our two best indicators of
lonestone abundance confirm and refine the patterns seen
in the NcRcresults (Fig. 8): they do not provide independent
evidence of variatioi~sin ice-margin proximity. Factors
that complicate such an association between lonestone
abundance and ice-margin proximity include redeposition

OS lc)~iesto~les
by debris flows, redepositio~iOS 111~1s
:111cl

s:~~icis
by ttirbidity curre~its,variable i ~ i p of
t ~iieIt\vater.
;IIKI the possibility that maxini~mlonesto~~e
st11111lyocct~rs
dt~ringglacial retreat ratlier tlian :it iii:~si 1iiu1:1 glaci:~l
:i(I\lmce.
Large-scale cl~aligesin lonestone al>~i~~cla~ice
arc li nlcccl
to tlieCRP- l sequence stsatigraphy (Cal~cR o l x ~ Science
~s
,.
l c a i i ~ ,1998; Fielding et al.> this \ ! ~ I L I I ~ I ~ ) . 'I7lie 1~1s:il
po1.tioi1of iliost CRP- l sequences is dianiick. ancl lo~iestone
:iI>~liidanceis generally higher iii dia~nictstlla~ii n other
CRP-l sediments. Tlie doininallt sequence s t r a t i g ~ ~ l ~ l l i c
patter11 at the site is interpreted to be t r : ~ ~ ~ s g r c s s-i ~ ~ e
consisting of sl~allow-waterdiamicts follo\vecI by cleeperwater sands and in~lds(Cape Roberts ScieiiceTcan~,1998:
1:icIdilig et al., this v o l ~ l ~ n-e )a l t h o ~ ~ gthe
h relationship
between lithology and water depth is I-ecog~iiseclto be
iiiore complex in detail (e.g.. Fielding et al.. this v o l u ~ i ~ e ;
l-Iowe et al.>tliis vol~lme;Powell et al., this vo1~11ne).
Transgressions Iiave not>llowever. generated lxltter~is
OS gradual decrease in lonestone ab~111da11ce
within e a c l ~
secluence. Instead>sequences are evident in fig~tre8 as
ge~ierallybimodal alternations between lonesto~ie-rich
clia~nictand lonestone-poor sands and 111uds~and neither
exhibits a systematic internal pattern of grad~iallonestone
decrease. Discontin~~ous
sediineiitation of at least one
component has probably o b s c ~ ~ r emost
d of the osiginal
gradual changes in lonestone deposition, Estimated net
acc~lmulationrates at CRP- l (Cape Roberts Science Tea~ii,
1998) are several orders of magnitude lower tliai~observed
modern sedimentation rates of si~nilarfacies (Powell et
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